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Block of the Month

May
May. Oh May how I love you. You shuttle in my favorite colors and weather.
On May Day you bring my husband another year to celebrate. This is also the
month that means summer is close and school is almost out. This month we
are focusing on blooming where you are planted.
We all have things about our lives that we would like to change but that sometimes stops us from even starting. It can be overwhelming sometimes. So
this month I would like for you to think about your sewing space, the time you
spend sewing, and your fabric and tools you use for sewing. I thought I would
tell you a little about how I have bloomed in my own home lately. I have set up
my sewing machine in pretty much every room in our house but as much as I
loved some of the places it didn’t feel right. Last year I decided that as much
as I love my mother-in-law having a room when she stayed at our house, she
doesn’t visit often, and I needed to have my own space for sewing.
So I talked it over with my husband, got out my measuring tape, and started
to plan where things would fit. It took time and it even took my family time to
get over the fact that I was taking over the extra bedroom. Now my mother-inlaw sleeps in the girls room when she visits and the girls bring a futon in my
sewing room. It all worked out but my point is that it wasn’t easy and it took
some time but it was so worth it. I also decided to take all of my fabric out of
my fabric cabinet and organize it. It was an overwhelming thought but once
I got started it I could feel my body relax. So think about how you can bloom
where you are planted to be the best creative you can be.

WANNA KNOW MY TAKE ON THIS?
WATCH HERE!
Share on social media #ModernSewcialitesBOM
THE DETAILS
•
•
•
•

Read through all instructions first before beginning the project
All seam allowances are ¼”
RST = right sides together
Completed block measures 12½” square (for a single block) or 20½” square (for the quilt)
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Block of the Month

Let’s Make a Block
Fabric Requirements

Cutting Instructions

•

Background Fabric
(4) 12½” squares

•

Background :: 4 Fat Quarters low volume
or white
Dresden Blades :: 4 Fat Quarters (or
scraps at least 8” in size)

Dresden Blades and Center
(20) 8” Dresden blades*
(4) Quarter Circles from template
* I use Wrights/EZ Easy Dresden Quilting Ruler but a
template is included

Instructions

right side
wrong side

1. Fold wedge RST at
wide edge and sew
along the top edge.
2. Create the point by
turning right sides out
and line up the seam
along center point of
blade. Use a point turner to get a sharp point
and press.
3. Sew blades together
starting at blade top.
Make a few stitches
from the top and back
stitch or lock your
stitch. Sew end to end.
Press all seams to one
side. You will need 5 blades per block.
4. Lay out background square and place dresden wedge into corner right side up. Pin in
place. You can either topstitch 1/8” from the
edge or blind stitch by hand.
5. Make 4 blocks but do not sew them together
yet.

For now, we will stop here. When you choose
the final quilt layout, you will either need 4 quarter circles or 1 full circle. There is a template on
the next page, but you can make it any size you
want as long as it covers the ends of the blades.
When you are ready:
6. Sew quarter or full circle using either needle
turn or raw edge applique.

without quarter circle

with quarter circle

Watch me
make the block
I made a video for YOU
showing my tips and tricks!
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Block of the Month

Let’s Make a Quilt
Fabric Requirements

Cutting Instructions

•
•

Background Fabric
(4) 20½” squares or (16) 10½” scrappy
squares

Background :: 1½ yards
Dresden Blades :: 2 yards or scraps at
least 8”

Dresden Blades & Center
(80) 8” Dresden blades
(16) Quarter Circles from template

Instructions
I upsize the block to 20” for an easy let’s
make a quilt!

40” x 40”

Using the pieces described above, follow the
same process to make 16 blocks.
You can make any size quilt easily with big
blocks!
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Block of the Month

Dresden Blade Template
8” Dresden blade

2½” quarter circle
can also be used to
make a 5” center circle
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RECIPE

May
Galaktoboureko –

Greek Custard Pie with Filo

From Mary Bennellick, Editor
of Be Creative with Workbox.

1 litre of full fat milk
90g caster sugar
6 egg yolks
50g fine semolina
2 vanilla pods (or 2 teaspoons of good quality vanilla extract)
60g cornflour
1 tablespoon of unsalted butter
250g filo
75g unsalted butter (melted)
For the Syrup
200g caster sugar
100ml water
1 teaspoon of fresh lemon juice

RECIPE

May
Galaktoboureko –

Greek Custard Pie with Filo

From Mary Bennellick, Editor
of Be Creative with Workbox.

1. Put milk, sugar, egg yolks, semolina, vanilla and cornflour in a large saucepan and
mix with a whisk. Put on a medium heat until it all comes together and thickens until it
resembles runny mashed potato. Add the tablespoon of butter and stir.
2. Oil a medium ceramic oven dish (pyrex is fine too) around 30 cm x 25 cm in size.
Pour the custard into the dish while you prepare the filo.
3. Cut the leaves of filo to the size of the dish and using the melted butter, butter in
between the leaves and layer them until you have around 12 layers of filo pastry. Put
this on top of the custard, making sure the top is unbuttered and press down lightly.
Tuck in any overhang you may have to seal the edges.
4. Score the top of the pastry to make a diamond pattern and sprinkle a little water on
the top.
5. Bake in the oven for 45 minutes on a medium heat until lightly browned. Cool.
6. To make the syrup, add all the ingredients to a small saucepan and cook for around
5-8 minutes on a medium heat. It should remain clear; if it colours, you’ll need to start
again.
7. When the syrup is hot, pour over the cold galaktoboureko and cut into slabs and
serve. Or, hide away somewhere and eat it all yourself.

